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It is well accepted that TRISO (tristructural isotropic) coated nuclear fuel particles are capable of retaining
ﬁssion products up to 1600  C, however above this temperature ﬁssion products can diffuse through the
pyrolytic carbon (PyC) and silicon carbide coatings that act as the containment barriers in this fuel.
Despite decades of research and development, little is known on the origin of this fuel temperature limit.
In order to understand the origin of this fuel temperature PyC coatings produced by ﬂuidized bed
chemical vapor deposition were heat treated at 1000  C, 1400  C and 1700  C for 200 h in an innert
atmosphere. We have observed that above 1400  C the anisotropy, domain size and level of graphitization increases to twice its original value. Furthermore, at 1700  C some samples exhibited the formation of nano-pores, which could be the origin of the maximum fuel temperature limit or at least
contribute to it. The increased diffusivity of elements due to microstructural changes was corroborated
by silver diffusion experiments. Furthermore, we have observed that not all the samples suffer the same
level of graphitization, thus suggesting that some PyC coatings can maintain their capability to retain
ﬁssion products even after temperature excursions above 1600  C.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The nuclear accident at Fukushima in March 2011 made evident
the necessity of nuclear fuels with even higher tolerance to offnormal conditions. The TRISO (Tristructural Isotropic) coated fuel
particles are among the options currently under study as accident
tolerant fuels (ATF), and are an integral component contributing to
the inherent safety of the High and Very High Temperature Reactors (HTR and VHTR). This type of fuel, ﬁrst originated in the UK
in the 1970s, is made of a uranium kernel coated with four layers of
pyrolytic carbon (PyC) and one of silicon carbide (SiC) that operate
as a miniature ﬁssion product (FP) containment vessel [1]. The
kernel not only provides the energy in form of heat but also
(partially) retains FP. The kernel is coated by a porous PyC coating
layer, also described as the buffer, which attenuates ﬁssion recoil
atoms and provides a void volume to accommodate gaseous ﬁssion
products (e.g. krypton and xenon) and carbon monoxide. A dense
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internal PyC coating layer (IPyC) is deposited on top of the buffer
layer, sealing this porous structure and acting as a containment of
gaseous and metallic FP (e. g. Sr-90 and Cs-137). This dense PyC also
prevents the chemical attack of the kernel during the production of
the SiC layer, and gives a higher mechanical stability to SiC by
introducing a compressive stress during irradiation. The SiC layer is
the main diffusion barrier of metallic FP and provides most of the
mechanical properties of the fuel. Finally, the outer PyC coating
layer (OPyC) is the last diffusion barrier and ensures the SiC is under
compression during irradiation. The purpose of these coatings is to
stop the release of all ﬁssion products even under abnormal operating conditions [2e6].
In order to ensure the safe containment of all important radionuclides, the maximum operating temperature of this fuel has been
set at 1600  C. This temperature was established after experimental
results showed that some FPs start to be released above this temperature. Although this value is well established, little is known on
the origin of the release of FP at this temperature, especially if it is
considered that the decomposition of the constituents of the fuel is
expected to occur at temperatures above 2000  C [7,8]. Therefore,
to understand and even increase even further the safety of this type
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of fuel it is necessary to study in separate effect investigations the
behavior of the ceramic coatings under off-normal conditions.
The PyC coatings used on TRISO particles are produced by
ﬂuidized-bed chemical vapor deposition (FBCVD, vertical machine)
by the thermal decomposition of different hydrocarbons such as
methane, propane, ethane, ethylene, acetylene, propylene, benzene, toluene, etc, using a deposition temperature between 900 and
1400  C [9]. In the case of PyC, it is known that most of the physical
properties change with their microstructure and this depends of
the deposition conditions used in its preparation. Since it is possible
to vary the deposition conditions such as temperature, volume/
surface ratio, residence time and precursor concentration, different
types of microstructures can be deposited on the fuel particle.
Furthermore, when PyC receives a heat treatment above its deposition temperature, it undergoes a structural change evolving towards a more ordered structure similar to graphite, called
graphitization [10]. As a result, the average size of the basal graphene planes and stacking thickness increase (La and Lc, respectively), whereas the interplanar distance (d002) and the curvature of
graphene layers (tortuosity) decrease [11e15]. The effects of the
heat treatment on PyC also can change its anisotropy (orientation of
the graphene planes) [16].
The anisotropy (degree of preferential orientation of graphene
planes) of PyC is an important property since it is strongly related to
the probability of failure under neutron irradiation. As PyC is
neutron irradiated it expands and contracts between and along the
graphene planes, respectively. Therefore, if PyC is strongly oriented
(anisotropic), it will tend to develop a higher shrinkage along the
graphene planes and result in the formation of cracks that would
result in the failure of the coating system and the release of ﬁssion
products [17]. Consequently, the characterization of the anisotropy
or texture is of critical importance for fuel licensing. Depending on
the sampling area the texture of the material can be identiﬁed as
nano (below 0.2 mm), micro (above 0.2 mm and up to several tens of
micrometers) or macro-texture (covering up to several millimeters), each one providing valuable information for the identiﬁcation
of possible failure under irradiation [18].
The microstructure of PyC and SiC coatings is one of the most
important parameters that control the release of FP; therefore it is
necessary to improve the understanding of the behavior of the
different ceramic components at high temperature. Since the IPyC
layer retains most of the FP and protect the SiC layer from chemical
attack of some metallic FP and oxidizing gases [1,9], we have
centered our work on studying the effect of temperature on the
microstructure of this material, particularly at temperatures up to
1700  C, and relating these results to the origin of the 1600  C fuel
temperature limit.
2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
Seven different single layer PyC coatings were deposited by
ﬂuidized-bed chemical vapor deposition (FBCVD), using zirconia
particles 500 mm in diameter as substrate. Acetylene (C2H2) (50%
and 33%, v/v concentration) and a mixture of acetylene/propylene
(C2H2/C3H6) (33% and 25% v/v concentration) were used as precursor gases, together with Argon as ﬂuidization gas. The general
deposition conditions of each coating are listed in Table 1. Deposition conditions were selected to produce a wider range of densities. Samples were heat treated at 1000, 1400, and 1700  C for
200 h under an argon atmosphere.
The samples were then embedded in copper-loaded resin and
ground with successive grades of silicon carbide paper to the cross
section, and then were polished down to 0.25 mm diamond paste
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grift. Finally, these samples were cleaned with water and ethanol in
an ultrasonic bath prior to characterization.
For the silver diffusion experiments, PyC coatings were dip
coated in a solution of colloidal silver (SPI SUPPLIES, dotite D-550),
following another dip coating in a solution containing polycarbosilane (PCS, Nabond) in xylene (Jalmek). The samples were
then heat treated up to 800  C in an argon atmosphere to transform
PCS into amorphous SiC. A detailed description of the preparation
of this layer can be found elsewhere [3]. The deposition of an
amorphous SiC layer allowed silver to be in direct contact with PyC
during the diffusion experiment performed at 900  C for 13 h in an
argon atmosphere.

2.2. Sample characterization
2.2.1. Crystal size
Crystal size or domain size was determined by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) using a Philips X'Pert XRD instrument with a Cu Ka1 radiation
source (l ¼ 1.5418 Å, 40 kV y 30 mA). The average domain sizes, Lc
(between the graphene layers) and La (along the graphene layers)
were estimated from the (002) and (100) reﬂections, respectively
[15,19]. Samples were also characterized by Raman spectroscopy
using a Jovin Yvon Horiba- Lab HR-800 Raman spectrometer,
equipped with a 632.8 nm HeeNe laser source. Raman analysis was
performed by single spot measurements using a 50x objective lens.

2.2.2. Microstructure
The microstructure was characterized by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-6300 system), and its composition by
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS, NORAN detector). Samples
were also analyzed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM;
FEI-TITAN 80300). Samples were prepared by focused ion beam
milling using a FEI-QUANTA 200-3D. Furthermore, PyC density was
measured by the Archimedes method in ethanol. It should be stated
that the density of these coatings in the nuclear industry is
generally measured using a density column [20].

2.2.3. Anisotropy
The anisotropy of PyC was characterized by a two modulator
generalized ellipsometry microscope (2-MGEM, Hinds Instruments) attached with a mercury lamp and a 522 nm ﬁlter. This
technique allows the measurement of the diattenuation (N) and
optical anisotropy factor (OPTAF) that are related to the anisotropy
of PyC. A more detailed description of the equipment and technique
can be found in Refs. [16,18].
Anisotropy was also evaluated by obtaining the selected area
electron diffraction patterns (SAED) using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM; FEI-TITAN 80300). Further information on the
anisotropy of PyC using this technique can be found in Refs. [17,21].

Table 1
General Deposition Conditions for PyC coatings produced by CVD in this study.
Sample

Temperature ( C)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

1300
1200
1200
1175
1400
1175

Acetylene-PyC (%v/v)

50

Acetylene/
propylenePyC (%v/v)
33

25

X
X
X
X
X
X
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Domain size

Table 2
Changes analysis obtained by X-Ray diffraction for the PyC coatings.
Sample

Change before of heat treatment e After of heat treatment
Intensity (u. a)

FWHM ( (2q))

Position (2q)

2265e6572
2297e6559
530e2166
823e7424
1452e2705
2175e2670

2.50e1.06
2.65e1.01
2.42e0.87
3.53e0.92
2.73e1.33
2.42e0.58

25.20e25.83
25.54e25.86
25.29e26.03
25.17e25.96
25.37e25.91
25.29e26.06

3.1.1. X-ray diffraction
Fig. 1 shows the diffraction patterns for PyC-C2 and its samples
heat treated up to 1700  C. In this image it is possible to observe
that the intensity of a few reﬂections increase (particularly the
002 at 1700  C), whereas its full width at half maximum (FWHM)
decreases and the signals become sharper. Table 2 gives a more
detailed summary of all changes occurring in the samples when
analyzed by X-Ray diffraction. In general, as the heating temperature increased, the intensity of the (002) reﬂection for all samples
increased too. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) decreased
progressively in all cases; C6 showed the largest variation of FWHM
of 2.42 (2-theta) to 0.58 (2-theta) at the end of heat treatment at
1700  C, while C1 only changed from 2.50 to 1.06 . Furthermore, the
(002) reﬂection sharpened and moved slightly to higher angles
with increasing treatment temperature (as can be seen in the zoom
carried out in Fig. 1, which is presented on the top right corner),
with sample C6 exhibiting the biggest change, as the peak of the
(002) reﬂection moved from 25.29 up to 26.06 2-theta by the
effect of heat treatment. These results suggest that PyC increased its
degree of graphitization as the heating temperature increased
[13,22].
The diffraction patterns obtained were used to calculate the
domain size between and along the graphene planes, Lc and La,
respectively (Figs. 2 and 3) [19,23]. Fig. 2 shows that Lc increased
with heat treatment temperature, although at different rates
depending on the sample. For example, whereas sample C5 had an
increase from 2.98 nm to 6.13 nm as the sample was heat treated up
to 1700  C, sample C6 changed 4 times more from 3.36 nm to
14.06 nm. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that Lc does not change when
samples are heat treated at 1000  C, and show an increase on their
domain size only above 1400  C, having their strongest domain size
increment at 1700  C. It should be noted that although all the
samples started with a similar Lc size, samples responded differently to the heat treatment received, thus suggesting that some
samples graphitize at a lower rate or are more resistant to graphitization. The values of Lc and the effect on temperature is similar to
those reported by Kaae [24], showing as-deposited Lc sizes between 2.9 and 3.4 nm, and further increase on domain size up to
10 nm after heat treatments of 1900  C for 1 h.

The inﬂuence of heat treatment on the basal plane length, La, is
shown in Fig. 3. As can be observed, the heat treatment caused an
increase in La in all samples. However, once again samples with a
similar starting La value responded differently to the heat treatment. Sample C5 increased La slightly from 2.28 nm to 3.43 nm at
the end of heat treatment at 1700  C. The same behavior was
observed for sample C6, since it increased from 1.85 nm to 4.12 nm,
twice its original value. Additionally, Fig. 3 shows that the samples
with the highest initial crystal size were the least affected by the
heat treatment, thus supporting the behavior already reported by
other researchers [14]. It is possible that with higher initial crystal
size, migration and annihilation of defects becomes more complicated [25]. Since the graphitization increases by the growth of wellordered planes, as a 2-D propagation of ordering, ordered domains
need a lateral expansion to create coherent domains, thus the size
of the ordered domains increases by the elimination or migration of
defects locked in small, disordered areas [19].
In the temperature range 25e1000  C the domains only grow
along the graphene planes (La), whereas Lc remains almost unchanged (Figs. 2 and 3). This behavior was previously reported by
Emmerich [26]. The coalescence of crystallites along the c- and aaxis is a thermally activated process that usually takes place at
temperatures above 1400  C. Domain size increases more readily
when neighbouring domains already lie nearly parallel to each
other [26]. This means that coatings with higher initial anisotropy
would develop higher domain size growth than those with more
isotropic structure. This is visible in sample C4 and C6 where
domain size La (Fig. 3) grows at a higher rate than other coatings.
Before heat treatments, the sp3 and sp2 carbon bonds (hybridizations) coexist, however, the sp3 bond disappears with temperature, particularly at heat treatments above 1600  C [27]. Therefore,

Fig. 1. X-Ray diffraction patterns for PyC-C2 coatings heat treated at various temperatures. A zoom of reﬂection (002) is displayed in the top right corner. (A colour version
of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. Inﬂuence of heat treatment on the height of layer stacking (Lc) of the PyC
coatings. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
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Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of heat treatment on the basal plane length (La) of the PyC coatings.
(A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

it is possible that the increase of domain size above 1400  C could
be due to the rearrangement of the graphene planes and the
disappearance of the sp3 bonding. This is conﬁrmed by X-Ray
diffraction patterns, which indicated extensive narrowing of the
(002) diffraction signal at this temperature (see Fig. 1), and the
decrease of the width for D-band (Fig. 4) that is related to the
growth of aromatic planes [28,29], thus resulting in a structure
more similar to graphite with hybridization sp2 [27,30].
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Fig. 4 shows the Raman spectra obtained for different PyC
coatings. In this image it is possible to observe that the intensity of
the D, G and second order bands increase (particularly at 1700  C),
whereas the full width at half maximum (FWHM) decreases as the
signals become sharper. The stronger intensity of the G-band
indicate an increase of in-plane order in the graphic structure, and
the decrease in the intensity at full width at half maximum
(FWHM) in the D and G bands reveals the extent of the graphitization process [32]. Moreover, the D and G bands shift slightly towards lower energy. The D-band moved from 1340 cm1 to
1337 cm1, whereas the G-band shifted from 1613 cm1 to
1591 cm1 (detail in Fig. 4), which is closer to the signal in graphite
of 1580 cm1 (Fig. 5) [33,34]. Furthermore, this shift towards lower
values of the G-band were only observed at temperatures above
1400  C, with sample C6 showing once again the highest degrees of
graphitization (Fig. 5).
The effect of temperature on the FWHM of the G-band (GFWHM) is shown in Fig. 6. Overall, the G-FWHM decrease by
increasing temperature, having only a minor change between 1000
and 1400  C (remaining at around 50-70 cm1), and a signiﬁcant
change only after the heat treatment at 1400  C with values
reducing to 40 cm1. Furthermore, although the as-produced material had different values of G-FWHM, after heat treatment at

3.1.2. Raman spectroscopy
The Raman spectrum of crystalline graphite has only one peak at
1580 cm1 called the G-band. However, in the case of samples with
some structural disorder, the breaking of the translational symmetry (e.g. edges impurities, size effects, etc.), permits an additional characteristic peak to be observed at around 1350 cm1,
called the D-band [27]. These bands are related to the degree of
order along the graphene layers. Furthermore, second order bands
appear above 2700 cm1, which are related to the three dimensional arrangement along the crystallographic C-axis [31].
Fig. 5. Effect of temperature on the energy of the G-band in Raman spectra of the PyC
coatings. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 4. Raman spectra for PyC coatings heat treated at various temperatures. A zoom of
the G-band is displayed in the top right corner. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be
viewed online.)

Fig. 6. Effect of temperature on the change in G band -FWHM in the Raman spectrum
of PyC coatings. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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1700  C all of them had values close to 40 cm1. These results
suggest an increase on the degree of graphitization of PyC, which is
supported by the ﬁndings from XRD (see Fig. 1).
As the heat treatment increased up to 1700  C, the D2 band
appeared at 1624 cm1 next to the G band. The appearance of this
band is related to an improvement in the stacking order along the
C-axis. The G-band changes in shape, position and intensity
depending on the stacking of the graphene planes [34]. If the heat
treatment increased the degree of stacked graphene layers, the
breathing mode of the sp2 atoms would be more limited, since the
stacking will produce a greater compaction and the stretching
mode will be the dominant mode of vibration in the structure
[29,34]. The decrease of FWHM of the G band is related to the
stretching of the graphene planes, resulting from an increase in
domain size [21]. The appearance of the second order bands above

Table 3
Diattenuation and OPTAF values obtained by ellipsometry for PyC coatings heat
treated to various temperatures.
Sample - heat treatment ( C)
C1
C2
C2
C3
C4
C4
C5
C5
C6
C6

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e



1700 C
as deposited
1700  C
as deposited
as deposited
1700  C
as deposited
1700  C
as deposited
1700  C

Diattenuation

OPTAF

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.022
1.022
1.052
1.023
1.026
1.046
1.020
1.021
1.030
1.078

0.011
0.011
0.025
0.011
0.013
0.022
0.010
0.011
0.014
0.037

0.005
0.005
0.013
0.005
0.006
0.011
0.003
0.005
0.006
0.018

2700 cm1 along with the decrease of the FWHM of the D (not
shown) and G bands and the displacement of the G band towards
values similar to graphite, at heat treatments of 1700  C, suggests
that PyC is transforming towards the formation of a more graphitic
structure, although not at the same rate for all samples. This
interpretation is fully consistent with the information found by
XRD.

3.2. Anisotropy
3.2.1. Ellipsometry
Table 3 shows the average diattenuation values (micro-texture
measured by the degree of residual polarization of light after
interaction with de surface) of each PyC coating as well as its corresponding Optical Anisotropy Factor (OPTAF). The diattenuation
and OPTAF values of as-deposited PyC varied from 0.010 to 0.014
and 1.020 to 1.030, respectively. The diattenuation and OPTAF
values for all as-deposited samples were below the maximum
permitted values of 0.02 and 1.04, respectively. This threshold indicates a sudden increase of failure risk probability from zero to 50%
under neutron irradiation [18].
Additionally, in Table 3, it can be seen that the diattenuation and
OPTAF of PyC coatings increased signiﬁcantly after heat treatment
at 1700  C. Samples C2, C4 and C6 reached values higher than the
recognized maximum limit of N ~0.02 (OPTAF ~ 1.04), i.e. N
0.022e0.037 and OPTAF of 1.056e1.078, respectively. The sample
which showed the greatest increase in diattenuation and OPTAF
after heat treatment was C6 since its diattenuation went from 0.014
to 0.037 and its OPTAF correspondingly from 1.030 to 1.078.

Fig. 7. Diattenuation maps of single PyC coatings (a, b) sample C2 (as-deposited, and at the end of heat treatment to 1700  C, respectively) and (c, d) sample C6 (as-deposited and at
the end of heat treatment to 1700  C). In the scale that is in the center the red is the scale maximum and black is the scale minimum. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed
online.)
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Conversely, sample C5 suffered the lowest change, as N went from
0.010 to 0.011 and OPTAF from 1.020 to 1.021. This trend is
consistent with XRD and Raman spectroscopy, which showed that
sample C5 and C6 had the lowest and greatest increase in domain
size Lc, respectively, despite both having almost the same initial
value when produced.
These important changes in anisotropy after heat treatment can
be seen in the diattenuation maps and histograms in Figs. 7 and 8. It
is important to notice that although the average value of diattenuation after heat treatment at 1700  C in sample C2 was 0.025, the
diattenuation is not uniform since the coating has areas with diattenuation as high as 0.05 (Fig. 7b). This behavior can also be
observed in Fig. 8a and b, where there is a distribution width
beyond the average values (0.011 and 0.025 for as-deposited and
after heat treatment at 1700  C, respectively). These results show
the lack of a uniform distribution of anisotropy in this type of
coatings. The distribution of the diattenuation in Fig. 8a, b, c and
d indicates that although the average value of anisotropy in PyC is
less than N ~0.02 or OPTAF ~1.04 (Fig. 8a and c), there might be
areas that would exceed this limit, and therefore would be susceptible to cracking under neutron irradiation and off-normal
operating conditions. This is important since an initial average
value of low anisotropy is not a guarantee for survival under offnormal conditions. Furthermore, these 2-MGEM results conﬁrm
that the samples with the highest initial crystal size were the least
affected by the heat treatment (for example sample C5).
As was observed by Raman Spectroscopy and XRD, not all the
samples had the same increase in anisotropy. For example, sample
C6 had ~150% increase from 0.0148 to 0.0374, whereas sample C5
only had ~0.1% increase from 0.010 to 0.011. This suggests that some
samples can resist temperatures above 1700  C with lower changes
in their microstructure. This could be related to the orientation of
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the graphene planes in the as-produced coatings. As it has been
previously shown, different deposition conditions will result in
different microstructures (globular or polyhedral structures) with
considerably different graphene orientation [18]. In accordance
with Raman Spectroscopy and XRD, sample C5 had a large initial
domain size, and a lower diattenuation as conﬁrmed by 2-MGEM.
After each heat treatment, sample C5 showed the lowest effect
from temperature (La, Lc, OPTAF, density, etc.), therefore sample C5
is considered the most resistant towards graphitization.

3.3. Density
The effect of temperature on the density of the PyC coatings is
shown in Fig. 9. Overall, it can be observed that density decreased
slightly with heat treatment temperature. It should be noted that
samples C2, C3, C4 and C6 started with similar density above 2.2 g/
cm3, whereas samples C1 and C5 started with densities of 2.00 and
1.72 g/cm3, respectively. Sample C1 showed the largest variation of
density from 2.00 to 1.89 g/cm3 at the end of heat treatment at
1700  C, while sample C5 only changed from 1.72 to 1.70 g/cm3. It is
important to mention that the decrease of density is observed for
dense (samples C1eC4 and C6) and more porous structures (sample C5).
Practically, all samples remained above of the 1.8 g/cm3 even
after heat treatment at 1700  C (C1, C2, C3, C4 and C6). Only C5 had
a lower value of density before the heat treatment, changing only
approximately 1.5%. Once again, it should be noted that although
some samples started with a similar density, samples responded
differently to the heat treatment, thus suggesting that some samples graphitize at a lower rate or are more resistant to
graphitization.

Fig. 8. e Histograms of the diattenuation (N) of single PyC coatings (a, b) sample C2 (as-deposited, and at end of heat treatment to 1700  C, respectively) and (c, d) sample C6 (asdeposited and at end of heat treatment to 1700  C). (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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coating (Fig. 10b).
Fig. 11 shows micrographs of the fracture surface of sample C6
before and after heat treatment at 1700  C. The as-deposited
samples were composed of a dense globular type structure, with
globular features of about 1 mm (Fig. 11a). However, after the
1700  C, the microstructure turned into a mixture of globular and
laminar structures (Fig. 11b). The laminar character is more related
to anisotropic PyC coatings [18,31], also supporting the ﬁnding
from Raman spectroscopy and XRD that suggests that heat treatments at 1700  C produced more graphitic structures.

Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of heat treatment on the density of the PyC coatings. (A colour version
of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

3.4. Microstructure
3.4.1. Optical and scanning electron microscopy
Fig. 10 is an image obtained by optical microscopy for the sample
C2, showing a homogeneous PyC coating with a small amount of
porosity larger than 0.5 mm (Fig. 10a) and density z2.2 g/cm3 (see
Fig. 9). As the sample was heat treated at 1700  C, its density
decreased slightly until z2.1 g/cm3 (see Fig. 9) and the large
porosity disappeared, giving the appearance of a more granular

3.4.2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Fig. 12 shows the high resolution transmission electron micrographs and diffraction patterns of PyC before and after heat treatments at 1700  C. Before heat treatment, samples C2 and C6
(Fig. 12a and c, respectively) had graphene planes with a degree of
disorder and randomness. Additionally, the graphene layers exhibit
some tortuosity and small extent of stacking among graphene
planes. At the end of heat treatment at 1700  C, the domain size and
the number of stacked graphene layers increased, in addition to a
decrease on the tortuosity of the graphene. Furthermore, it is
possible to observe a better alignment of the graphene layers and
an increase in the overall preferred orientation after heat treatment
(see Fig. 12b and d). As shown in the TEM micrographs, sample C6
has a strong change in graphene alignment as conﬁrmed by its
diffraction patterns which show the (002) diffractions signals when
heat treated at 1700  C (Fig. 12c and d). Based on the orientation
angle (OA) samples showed changes in its anisotropy; sample C2
changed from AO ¼ 47 to AO ¼ 35 , whereas C6 changed from
AO ¼ 37 to 29 (see Fig. 12a, b, c and d), both samples achieving an

Fig. 10. Images of PyC coatings obtained by optical microscopy (a) sample C2 as-deposited and (b) sample C2 after heat treatment at 1700  C. In the image smaller pores are now
visible at the end of heat treated at 1700  C. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 11. Image of PyC coating obtained by SEM (a) C6 without heat treatment as-deposited, (b) C6 after heat treatment at 1700  C.
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Fig. 12. TEM high-resolution images exhibiting differences in the characteristics of the graphene layers as La, Lc, tortuosity and anisotropy by effect of temperature. Left (samples C2
and C6, without heat treatment as-deposited, (a) and (c), respectively), right (samples C2 and C6, heat treatment at 1700  C, (b) and (d), respectively).

anisotropy degree which correlates to a high-texture (according to
recently suggested terminology, on which the high textures (HT)
were designated by OA 0e50 , medium (MT) 50e80 and low (LT)
80 þ) [35].
In addition to the changes observed in the graphene planes, a
very important observation is the development of what appears to
be cracks or porosity in the microstructure of PyC after heat
treatment at 1700  C (Fig. 13). This is very relevant because the
formation of cracks or porosity could lead to a higher degree of
diffusion of ﬁssion products, thus reducing the efﬁciency of this
material to contain these elements during off-normal conditions. It
is important to mention that these cracks or pores were not seen in
samples heat treated at 1400  C. This porosity could be the result of
the increase of anisotropy and graphitization, as well as the increase of domain size and the responsible for the slight decrease in
density observed. Fig. 14a, b and c shows a possible route to the
formation of these nano-cracks or nano-porous. When samples are
randomly oriented or contain tortuosity, these graphene planes will
occupy a certain volume (Fig. 14a). As the graphene planes grow
and align above 1400  C, the same number of graphene planes will
occupy a lower volume, thus leaving gaps between domains that
will combine to form nano-pores (Fig. 14b). The increase of
graphitization and the formation of these pores around 1700  C
could be the origin of the increase of diffusion of ﬁssion products,
and are potentially the cause of the 1600  C temperature limit in

Fig. 13. TEM low-resolution image showing the presence of porosity (as indicated by
the black arrows) result of microstructural changes or graphitization of the PyC
coatings at end of heat treatment of 1700  C.
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Fig. 14. Formation of nano-pores by effect of heat treatment. (a) as-deposited, (b) heat treatment at 1400  C, and (c) at end of heat treatment of 1700  C. The red zones in (c) indicate
the occupied volume reduction by effect of the graphitization of the PyC coatings; this in turn creates gaps between domains that will combine into the formation of nano-pores. (A
colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 15. SEM images showing samples heat treated for diffusion tests at 900  C (a) as-deposited C6; (b) C6 coating heat treated at 1700  C for 200 h after diffusion tests.

the use of TRISO coated particles. Since together with the kernel,
the buffer and the IPyC retain the largest amount of ﬁssion products
in the TRISO particles [36], the formation of pores will allow the
diffusion of elements that could chemically attack SiC [37], thus
making it permeable and resulting in the continuous increase of
diffusion and release of ﬁssion products at higher temperatures.
3.5. Silver diffusion in PyC coatings
In order to prove that the changes in microstructure in PyC
could result in higher diffusion rates of even metallic ﬁssion
products, we tested the diffusion of silver in these coatings (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15a show the diffusion couples prepared where silver was
trapped between a layer of PyC and SiC. Our results show that Ag
did not clearly diffuse through as-deposited PyC during a diffusion
test at 900  C for 13 h (Fig. 15a). However, when the same experiment was repeated with a coating heat treated at 1700  C, Ag
completely diffused through PyC and was found at the zirconia/PyC
interface (Fig. 15b), as conﬁrmed by EDS (not shown). Our results
suggest that heat treatments at 1700  C not only produce important
changes in microstructure and level of graphitization, but also that
these changes are reﬂected in the formation of a more permeable
PyC. Since PyC retains a large proportion of ﬁssion products, the
change in this property could mean that many other ﬁssion products could more easily diffuse through this layer and probably even
interact with SiC, reducing also its containment capacity.
4. Conclusion
In this work we study the origin of the increased release of
ﬁssion products in TRISO particles above 1600  C. Since the three
PyC coatings that compose this fuel retain most of the ﬁssion
products we centered our study on the effect of annealing

temperature on different types of PyC coatings produced by ﬂuidized bed chemical vapor deposition. We observed that regardless of
the deposition conditions all samples increased their graphitization
level. However, some samples are affected less, thus retaining to
some extent their original structure and level of disorder. Heat
treatment of PyC coatings causes an increase in the anisotropy,
domain size and degree of stacking of graphene layers and a
decrease in the tortuosity of the graphene layers. The graphitization
level increased considerably above 1400  C. Therefore our results
suggest that the origin of the 1600  C temperature limit of TRISO
particles is strongly related to microstructural changes happening
to PyC. This is supported by the observation of the formation of
nano-pores in samples heat treated at 1700  C. Since the function of
PyC is to retain a large proportion of ﬁssion products, and also
protect SiC from interacting with them (particularly metallic elements such as Pd and Fe), the sudden increase of diffusion rates
might hinder the capability of SiC to also contain ﬁssion products,
thus lowering the overall retention capability of this coating
system.
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